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Abstract

The construction and performance of a Q-band (35 GHz) cryogenic probehead for pulse electron paramagnetic resonance and con-
tinuous wave electron paramagnetic resonance measurements with down-scaled loop gap resonators (LGRs) is presented. The advantage
of the LGR in comparison to TE012 resonators lies in the large B1 microwave (mw) fields that can be generated with moderate input mw
power. We demonstrated with several examples that this allows optimal performance for double-quantum electron coherence,
HYSCORE, and hyperfine decoupling experiments employing matched and high turning angle mw pulses with high B1-fields. It is also
demonstrated that with very low excitation power (i.e. 10–40 mW), B1-fields in LGRs are still sufficient to allow short mw pulses and thus
experiments such as HYSCORE with high-spin systems to be performed with good sensitivity. A sensitivity factor Krs of LGRs with
different diameters and lengths is introduced in order to compare the sensitivity of different resonant structures. The electromagnetic field
distribution, the B1-field homogeneity, the E1-field strength, and the microwave coupling between wave guide and LGRs are investigated
by electromagnetic field calculations. The advantage and application range using LGRs for small sample diameters is discussed.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Pulse electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectros-
copy at frequencies around 35 GHz is of high importance
because of the nuclear Zeeman spectral resolution, the
reduced second-order effects, the suitability for electron
spin echo envelope modulation (ESEEM) spectroscopy,
the g value resolution, and the orientation selectivity of
the microwave (mw) pulses [1–4]. Since EPR was discov-
ered a considerable amount of information about the
design of various probeheads has been reported [5–7] and
a large number of patents have been filed. Nevertheless,
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probehead design remains a critical factor and thus attracts
the attention of EPR engineers and spectroscopists. Sensi-
tivity, filling factor, adjustable bandwidth, and optimum
pulse power efficiency are the important adjustable trade-
off parameters in pulse EPR applications.

In our laboratory the three most successfully applied
resonators in pulse EPR have been: the bridged loop gap
resonator (BLGR) which has been used in a large number
of novel experiments [8–13] because of its thermal stability,
transparency to rapid B0-field steps and to radio frequency
(rf) radiation, the latter making it suitable for electron
nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) techniques [14–19];
the loop gap resonator (LGR) [20–23] because of its
mechanical stability and ease of construction; and the
dielectric resonator (DR) [24,25] which consists of a sap-
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phire ring with a dielectric constant of about 10, attractive
because of its nonmetallic structure, easy optical access,
minimal mw losses, wide mw coupling range, and its excel-
lence for ENDOR applications. Both the BLGR and the
LGR have high B1-field homogeneity along the sample
main axis [8,26–28,32]. All three resonant structures are
distinguished by a high filling factor, good mw coupling
possibilities, and a high pulse power efficiency Kp = B1/p

Pmw, where B1 is the mw magnetic field in the sample vol-
ume and Pmw is the incident mw pulse power. All three res-
onators described above are suitable for performing two-
dimensional EPR experiments. With the BLGR and the
DR, experiments using rf fields and field modulations
and jumps, such as ENDOR, nuclear-Zeeman resolved
ESEEM (NZ-ESEEM) [12], electron-Zeeman resolved
EPR (EZ-EPR) [29], anisotropic resolved EPR (AR-
Table 1
Dimensions of the three-loop-two-gap LGRs (rows A and B) and of the two-lo

D-LGR d0
a (mm) d1

b (mm) hc (mm) ld (mm

A 2 2.28 3 0.3
B 1 2.28 3 0.764
C 0.45 2.3 3 1.05
D 0.45 2.0 0.25 1.05
TE102

i

The different quantities d0, d1, h, l, and w are defined in Fig. 2. The resonant f
a Sample loop diameter.
b Coupling- (or side-) loop diameter.
c LGR height.
d Gap length.
e Gap width.
f Outer · inner quartz tube diameters.
g Resonance frequencies of empty LGRs and TE102 rectangular cavity reson
h Resonance frequencies with empty quartz tube.
i TE102 rectangular cavity resonator dimensions: 10.3 · 7 · 3.7 mm.

Table 2
Sensitivity factor Krs = ESEmax/Vsample, S/N ratio, loaded quality factor QL a
(rows A and B1–3), the two-loop-one-gap LGRs (rows C and D) and of the T

Resonator Loop diameter
d0 (mm)

LGR high
h (mm)

MW pulse powera

Pmw (mW)
ESE am
(mV)

A 2 3 80 150
B.1 1 3 16 150
B.2 1 3 32 100
B.3 1 3 39 80
C 0.45 3 11 36
D 0.45 0.25 4 6

Dimensions (mm)

TE102 10.3 · 7 · 3.7 630 60

a The incident mw pulse power Pmw is measured at constant receiver gain a
sequence p/2–s–p–s–echo (tp/2 = 80 ns, tp = 160 ns, s = 300 ns). The generat
rectangular cavity resonator coupling (scattering parameter, S11) was kept be

b The S/N is calculated from the screen shots of the ESE amplitudes and th
c QL is the loaded quality factor measured with a calibrated network analyz

(RT) with quartz tubes filled with ICF as shown in Table 1.
d Krs is the resonator sensitivity factor. It defines the ratio between the max

sample. The ESE sequence was p/2–s–p–s–echo (tp/2 = 80 ns, tp = 160 ns, s =
EPR) [30], and longitudinal detection EPR [31], are per-
formed with high sensitivity.

We have recently demonstrated [32] that pulse power
efficiency Kp improvements are achieved with small diame-
ter and short length LGRs (i.e. small sample volume) and
that Kp for pulse EPR performance at 35 GHz is excellent.
Our first successful pulse EPR experiments in this labora-
tory [33–35] have been performed at 9.5 GHz with a
three-loop-two-gap 7 mm long LGR [22]. The three-loop-

two-gap resonators described in the present work are in a
way a down-scaled version of the resonators in [22]. They
are constructed out of copper for pulse EPR measurements
and for continuous wave (CW) EPR measurements out of
machineable ceramic (MACOR) that is silver plated.
Among the features of the 35 GHz LGR are the high pulse
power efficiency Kp, the magnetic field homogeneity in the
op-one-gap LGRs (rows C and D)

) we (mm) d f (mm) f0
g (GHz) f0

h (GHz)

0.61 1.6 · 1.0 36.8 34.2
0.27 0.9 · 0.7 35.3 34.5
0.19 0.4 · 0.3 35.6 35.2
0.126 0.4 · 0.3 35.5 35.1

1.6 · 1.0 35.5 35.2

requencies are measured with a calibrated network analyzer (hp 8722 ES).

ator.

nd pulse power efficiency Kp = B1/
p

Pmw of the three-loop-two-gap LGRs
E102 rectangular cavity resonator

plitude Sensitivity factor
Krs

d (mV/mm3)
S/Nb QL

c (RT) MW pulse efficiency
Kp (mT/

p
W)

63 53 250 0.39
130 53 700 0.87
86 35 400 0.61
69 29 270 0.56

169 8.4 210 1.04
340 2 205 1.7

11 21 270 0.14

nd bandwidth at maximum ESE amplitude using a ICF sample with the
ed B1-field is approximately 0.11 mT. The LGRs as well as the TE102

tween �15 and �25 dB.
e following noise trace at room temperature.
er (hp 8722 ES) at a coupling S11 of �15 to �25 dB at room temperature

imum ESE amplitude and the sample volume given in Table 1 of an ICF
300 ns).



Fig. 1. (a) Upper and (b) lower cross-section part of the cryogenic probe
head. (1) Teflon plunger, (2) cover nut, (3) O-ring, (4) WR28 Cu wave
guide, (5) stainless steel (st. st.) sample access tube extension, (6) Al-flange,
(7) st. st. flange, (8) vacuum feed through, (9) WR28 st. st. wave guide, (10)
epoxi sample access tube, (11) st. st. rod for remote tuning control, (12)
sample clamp E600-1022/9 (Bruker), (13) PEEK intersection, (14) PEEK
tuning rod, (15) sample tube, (16) interchangeable LGR, and (17) Cu iris-
coupler plate.
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sample volume, and the large achievable bandwidth. The
LGR is therefore suitable for pulse experiments where
short intense mw pulses are required (e.g. ESEEM, hyper-
fine decoupling, and double-quantum (DQ) electron coher-
ence experiments), for CW EPR experiments where the
sample is not be saturated using high B1-fields, and for
Fourier transform EPR. The mw power saving operating
with LGRs instead of conventional cylindrical TE011 [36]
or rectangular TE102 cavity resonators is measured to be
a factor of up to 150, depending on the LGR dimensions,
see Tables 1 and 2.

2. Performance

2.1. Spectrometer

Pulse EPR measurements were preformed on our home-
made Q-band (34–36 GHz) CW/pulse EPR spectrometer
[1] that has been upgraded with a home-made eight channel
pulse forming unit and a home-made CW and pulse mw
bridge with a mechanically and electrically controllable
50 mW Gunn oscillator that can be locked with an auto-
matic frequency control circuit (AFC) to the LGR or cav-
ity resonator. Data acquisition and manipulation, pulse
programming and timing, the B0-field control, the CW
modulation unit, the CW receiver and the DICE ENDOR
unit are all maintained by a Bruker ELEXSYS E580 con-
sole. High power mw pulses are generated at 35 GHz by
a 100 W traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifier (Applied
System Engineering, model 187 Ka). As a proof of concept
also a 100 mW amplifier (MITEQ, model AMF-6F-2000-
4000-90-20P) with a noise protection switch (General
Microwave, model F9014) was used (instead of the
100 W TWT amplifier) as described in the application part.
This demonstrates that a low power source produces suffi-
cient excitation fields in the LGR for experiments with i.e.
high-spin systems. For low temperature work at 5 K an
Oxford CF 935 cooling system is used. CW and pulse sig-
nal detection is achieved with 35 GHz down conversion
(bandwidth DC to 1 GHz).

2.2. Cryogenic probehead design

A probehead was constructed for several LGRs
designed for 1.6, 0.9, and 0.4 mm o.d. quartz tubes (resona-
tors A, B, C, and D in Tables 1 and 2) and allows easy sam-
ple exchange at temperatures from 5 to 300 K. The
probehead construction is shown in Fig. 1. The lower part
shown in Fig. 1b consists of the LGR housing (copper or
MACOR block) (see also Fig. 2), coupled via the iris-cou-
pler plate (number 17 in Fig. 1) to the WR28 wave guide
(4). Both the LGR housing (16) and the iris-coupler plate
have the outside dimensions of the WR28 flange. The iris
coupler is remotely tunable (see below). The lower WR28
wave guide section and the cast H-bend (MDL, type
28BH22B) that connects to the iris-coupler plate are made
from copper. The exchangeable sample tube holder with an
o.d. of 8 mm (not shown) (Bruker ER 4118SR sample rod,
with a E600-1022/9 sample clamp on top) is guided
through the 12 · 8 mm i.d. epoxy sample access tube (10)
via a Polyetheretherketon (PEEK) [37] intersection (13)
to the MACOR block (Fig. 2a). This intersection centers
the quartz sample tube precisely in the sample loop (d0)
of the LGR, allows sample exchange at all temperatures,



Fig. 2. x–y cross-section (a) of the three-loop-two-gap (c) of the two-loop-one-gap LGR with the copper iris-coupler plate and y–z cross-section at the cut
‘‘c-c’’ (b and b1) with the copper iris-coupler plate, PEEK tuning rod with copper tip and coupling iris.
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connects the sample access tube to the LGR housing and
adds additional mechanical stability. It serves also to fix
the 100 kHz B0-field modulation Helmholtz coil (not visi-
ble) used in CW-EPR, NZ-ESEEM [12], EZ-EPR [29],
and AR-EPR [30], experiments which are ideally imple-
mented with the small size (down-scaled) 35 GHz LGRs.

The upper part of the probehead shown in Fig. 1a con-
sists of an upper Al-flange (6) and a lower stainless steel (st.
st.) flange (7) that connects to an Oxford cryostat via an O-
ring carrier plate. The two plates clamp the O-rings (3) of
the vacuum feed troughs (8) for the thermocouple wires,
the B0-modulation wire pairs, and the drive shaft for
remote tuning control of the mw coupler tuning rod (14).
The copper WR28 wave guide (4) and st. st. sample access
tube extension (5) are hard soldered onto the lower st. st.
flange. Two BNC plugs (not visible) for the B0-modulation
coil drive input and the thermocouple output are attached
on the upper Al-flange. A further O-ring (3) held by the
Teflon plunger (1) in the cover nut (2) is clamped between
the sample tube holder and the top of the st. st. sample
access tube extension.

The wave guide He gasket (not visible) is clamped
between the upper two WR28 flanges and consists of a
20 lm thick Mylar foil. The wave guide section connecting
the lower and upper parts (9), shown in Fig. 1a, is made of
stainless steel that is silver covered inside [38].

2.3. LGR dimensions and parameters

The LGR structure [20,28,21,39] is shown in Fig. 2. The
holes with i.d. ds are for the sample access (ds = 7 mm for
resonator A and B and 4.5 mm for resonator C and D),
and serve to reduce mw radiation. In between the two holes
is the disc with height h where the LGR structure is cut in.
The two large outside loops with inner diameter (i.d.) d1 are
connected to the small center sample loop with i.d. d0 by
two equal gaps of length l and width w. The resonant fre-
quency is mainly adjusted by the dimensions w and l for a
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resonant frequency between 35 and 36 GHz. The holes and
gaps are cut either by a water beam technique into the
MACOR disc and then the structure is coated with 2–
3 lm of pure Ag [38], or in the case of the copper disc by
electro spark erosion. The spark erosion machine from
AGIE (model ‘‘Challenge’’) used to cut the LGR structures,
allows cuts with programmable surface qualities leading to
different unloaded quality factors (Q) of the LGR.

Additional shielding is achieved by caps covering the
holes with i.d. ds at the top and at the bottom. Through
the top cap the sample is guided to the sample hole.
Through the hole in the bottom cap helium gas can flow
to the sample.

Table 1 shows the dimensions and resonant frequencies
of the two three-loop-two-gap LGRs (rows A and B) and
the two two-loop-one-gap LGRs (rows C and D) [32,27].
The measured resonance frequency f h

0 depends also on
the positioning and the symmetry of the quartz tube and
may vary by up to ca. 50 MHz.

The sample hole diameters are designed to achieve the
highest filling factors with the corresponding quartz tube
diameters at the cost of a large resonant frequency shift
between the empty and the quartz tube loaded resonators
(see Table 1). The largest resonance frequency shift occurs
with the 1.6 · 1.0 mm quartz tube in resonator A. The fre-
quency shifts are caused by the quartz sample tubes enter-
ing areas of significant mw E1-field strength. As shown in
the field calculations of Fig. 3b and c, the quartz tube
has the effect of decreasing the E1-field strength in the sam-
ple area (compare the E1-field distribution in the sample
and side holes). To avoid the necessity of frequency tuning,
the resonant frequency of all the LGRs and the TE102 cav-
ity resonator (empty) are placed on the upper end of our
tunable 2 GHz spectrometer frequency range.

Table 2 presents the electron spin echo (ESE) signal
amplitudes, the sensitivity factor (Krs), the S/N ratio, and
the pulse efficiency (Kp) measured with the four different
LGRs A, B, C, D and the rectangular TE102 cavity resonator.
The LGRs B1–3 have the same dimensions (given in Table 1)
but different surface qualities leading to different QL factors.
The pulse efficiency factor Kp = B1/

p
Pmw gives information

about the ratio of the pulse B1-field strength and the square
root of the incident mw pulse power. The incident mw pulse
power Pmw is measured at the maximum ESE amplitude of c-
irradiated Ca formate (ICF), using the sequence p/2–s–p–s–
echo (tp/2 = 80 ns, tp = 160 ns, s = 300 ns), that generates a
B1-field of approximately 0.11 mT. Kp depends on the actual
working conditions of the LGRs because the loaded quality
factor QL differs for each mw coupling adjustment, for each
new sample tube introduced and therefore also on the inci-
dent power that generates the maximum ESE amplitude.
Experimental QL values have to be measured with the exper-
imental conditions (temperature, sample, etc.) from the pulse
response of the LGR [39].

The results in Table 2 show that, among the resonators
with the same bandwidth (A, B.3, and C, QL around 250),
LGR A generates the largest ESE amplitude with the best
signal to noise ratio (S/N) but requires the largest sample
tube (sample volume) and the largest incident mw power,
which is typically a limiting factor. Comparing LGR A

with the TE102 rectangular cavity resonator with the same
bandwidth and sample volume, the later requires 8 times
more power and achieves ca. half of the S/N ratio. The
smallest sample tube (volume) in resonator D generates
the smallest ESE amplitude with the lowest S/N but
requires the lowest incident mw power (highest efficiency
and sensitivity factor). The resonator sensitivity factor
Krs = ESEmax/Vsample is introduced to compare the sensi-
tivity of the different resonator structures and to obtain
information about the achieved filling factor. The ESE
amplitude is proportional to

p
QL, the filling factor, the

sample volume and it also depends on the mw coupling.
The maximum ESE amplitude, measured to determine
Kp, is also used to determine Krs for the particular sample
dimensions shown in Table 1. The spin concentration of
the samples and overall receiver gain and bandwidth was
the same for all measurements. The low volume two-loop-

one-gap LGRs C and D achieve the highest Krs value, more
than twice the value of the three-loop-two-gap LGR for
similar QL values (resonators A and B.3). The lowest Krs

value was calculated for the TE102 cavity resonator.
Despite the highest Krs and Kp of the small resonators C

and D, the S/N ratio is low due to the constant receiver
noise level and the small echo amplitude observed. To
obtain the S/N ratio achieved with resonator B.1, it takes
for resonator D about a 600 times longer measurement
time. The S/N ratio is determined at room temperature
from a single ESE and the following noise trace recorded
on an oscilloscope (bandwidth of 1 GHz).

For a particular application the available sample size
and mw power dictate which resonator will lead to an opti-
mum EPR signal or effect (i.e. ESEEM effect) [40].

2.4. Microwave coupling

The microwave iris coupler (number 17 in Fig. 1)
between the LGR and the H-bend WR28 wave guide is a
down sized version of the coupler structure used by Varian
and later by Bruker. The mw coupler consists of a 3 mm
thick Cu plate with WR28 flange dimensions with a
7 · 3.0 · 2.9 mm round-shaped groove (see Fig. 2b–b1)
that terminates the wave guide. The groove is opened by
a 3 · 1.0 mm slot in the middle along the z-axis. The whole
structure is positioned above the 3 · 0.8 mm iris of the
LGR block. The coupling range is mainly given by the iris
dimension. Insertion of interchangeable iris plates (thick-
ness 0.1 mm) between the LGR housing block and the
iris-coupler plate allows a further iris width reduction used
for coupling LGRs with high QL values. It allows a step
wise reduction of the iris width from 0.8 to 0.4 mm. Fine
tuning is realized by the 1.5 mm diameter, 2 mm thick cop-
per tip pressed into the top of a 2 mm diameter Teflon or
high-strength polymer PEEK rod (Figs. 1b and 2b–b1).
For lower QL values the Cu tip is moved toward the mid-



Fig. 3. (a) Vector representation of the E1-field distribution in the y–z plane of the LGR type B.1. Cut through the middle of the quartz sample tube, gaps,
and loops. (b) Three-dimensional representation of the E1-field intensity distribution in the x–y plane at half high h (middle) of the LGR type B.1 with
coupling iris and a 0.9 · 0.7 mm quartz sample tube. (c) E1-field intensity in the x–y plane at half high h of the LGR type B.1 with coupling iris and a
0.9 · 0.7 mm quartz sample tube. The field change between the contour lines is 6%. (d) B1-field intensity distribution in the z–y plane of the LGR type B.1
with a 0.9 · 0.7 mm quartz sample tube. The field change between the contour lines is 10%. (e) Vector representation of the uniform B1-field distribution in
the z–y plane of the LGR type B.1. Cut through the middle of the quartz sample tube, gaps, and loops. (f) Three-dimensional representation of the B1-field
intensity distribution in the x–y plane at half high h of the LGR type B.1 with coupling iris and a 0.9 · 0.7 mm quartz sample tube.
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dle, for higher QL values it is pulled up above the iris in the
round-shaped groove [41]. The influence of the Cu tip is
sufficient for critically coupling but limited for overcou-
pling. Further tuning improvement is possible by sorely
rotating or moving of the sample tube. The achieved cou-
pling, (S11) is between �15 and �25 dB.
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2.5. Electromagnetic field simulations

The use of a large sample size for low temperature mea-
surements to improve the signal amplitude brings as a con-
sequence larger resonant frequency shifts than in
rectangular resonant cavities due to the higher electric field
strengths in the quartz tube walls. Information about the
electromagnetic field distribution is therefore of special
interest.

For the electromagnetic field simulations in the 1 mm
LGRs (B), we apply the commercial tool CST MICRO-
WAVE STUDIO (MWS) [42]. The simulation method is
the Finite Integration Technique (FIT) with the PBA-
extension, which is able to accurately model curved inter-
faces within a Cartesian mesh. The complete structure
including all coupling elements (iris, coupling screw and
transition to waveguide) is modeled by roughly 600.000
mesh cells, leading to a mesh resolution in the most critical
parts (gaps and probe area) below 40 lm, equivalent to
6 cells over the gap width. All metal structures are treated
by a surface impedance model to incorporate ohmic losses.

Like in former simulations [32], the analysis is a two-
step procedure: first, the structure is excited at the WR28
waveguide aperture by a modulated Gaussian pulse in the
frequency range between 30 and 40 GHz. From the
reflected signal at the waveguide port the resonance fre-
quency and the QL value are extracted by a special imple-
mentation of a Prony-Pisarenko-type method for a highly
accurate pole-estimation. In a subsequent simulation run
on the same grid model, the electric and magnetic fields
at the resonance frequency are monitored by an online dis-
crete Fourier transformation. The total simulation time
amounts to 20–30 min. on a standard PC (2 · 3.0 GHz
Pentium CPU).

The resonance detected in the simulations is at
f0 = 34.52 GHz with a quality factor QL = 800, which is
in excellent agreement with the measurements of the
LGR B.1 shown in Tables 1 and 2. Both the resonance fre-
quency and the Q-value show a strong sensitivity to geo-
metrical parameters such as the gap width or the
diameter of the sample tube. The corresponding frequency
shifts can be observed in the simulations as well as in the
measurements. The field plots are shown in Fig. 3a–f. They
are normalized to an incoming wave of 1 W peak power at
the resonance frequency [32]. The empty quartz tube used
for the simulations is 0.9 · 0.7 mm in diameter and has a
dielectric constant er = 3.8. Fig. 3a shows a cross-sectional
representation of the E1-field vectors in the y–z plane. The
main field strength is homogenously distributed in the two
gaps with opposite phase, the E1-strength near the 2 mm
i.d. outer loop (right) is stronger than near the 1 mm i.d.
sample loop (left). Fig. 3b shows the E1-field intensity in
a three-dimensional representation in the x–y plane at half
high (middle) of the resonator. Attention should be given
to the four peak values that are close to the sample tube
at the sample-hole-to-gap transitions since they indicate a
high displacement current density that should not be atten-
uated or disturbed for optimal resonator performance by
i.e. the sample tube or a metallic frequency tuning rode
[21]. An E1-field drop to 10% of the maximum is observed
in the center area. Aqueous samples could be placed in a
flat cell of dimensions 0.7 · 0.25 mm in the x–y plane, see
Fig. 3c.

Fig. 3d and e shows the B1-field strength in contour and
vector representation, respectively. With a sample length
equal to that of the resonator (h = 3 mm) the homogeneity
of the B1-field is 18%, for a sample length of 2.1 mm the
homogeneity in the sample is 6%. At the edges, on top,
and on the bottom the drops are to 60%. The B1-field
strength homogeneity along the y-axis is within 10% of
the field maximum and decays gradually along the gap to
10%. Fig. 3f shows the distribution of the B1-field strength
during sample excitation (also expected during the electron
spin induction) in a three-dimensional representation.

3. Applications

3.1. CW-EPR

For CW-EPR spectroscopy the resonant structures
BLGR and LGR have been predominately used in the fre-
quency range between 1 and 4 GHz. In the pioneering
work by Froncisz et al. [21], a two-loop-one-gap resonator
was also introduced at 35 GHz. Due to the high mw effi-
ciency of this resonant structure, the excitation power
applied to obtain a certain B1-field in the sample is much
lower than with conventional rectangular or cylindrical res-
onant cavities. This fact allows a S/N improvement by
increasing the exciting mw power providing the sample
does not saturate. A S/N improvement of a factor of 3
(from 30 to 90) was achieved with resonator B.1 for a
Cu(II)(L-histidine monohydrochloride monohydrate) com-
plex by increasing the mw power from 15 to 4000 lW.

3.2. Pulse EPR

The pulse performance of the resonator B.3 is demon-
strated by a number of experiments which, in particular,
require large B1-fields for optimum sensitivity and
resolution.

3.2.1. Double-quantum coherence experiments

The dipole coupling between two (or more) electron
spins can be measured by excitation of double-quantum
(DQ) electron coherence. Fig. 4a shows a six-pulse DQ
coherence sequence which comprises the DQ coherence
generator p/2–s1–p–s1–p/2 and the DQ coherence detector
p/2–s2–p–s2–echo [43–45]. In this sequence the delay s1 is
incremented while s2 is decreased with the total time of
the whole pulse sequence remaining constant.

The echo is then modulated by the electron–electron
coupling, with the unwanted features being removed by
phase cycling [43]. Optimum DQ coherence generation
requires strong B1-fields and a large resonator bandwidth,



Fig. 4. (a) Six-pulse DQ ESR sequence for measuring electron–electron
distances. (b) Biradical with an electron–electron distance of 2.8 nm. (c)
Echo-detected EPR spectrum. Arrow shows the position of the DQ ESR
experiment, and the orientation selectivity at this field position is depected
by the unit sphere (white areas are off resonance with the mw pulses). (d)
Time-domain trace of the DQ ESR experiment recorded at 70 K. (e)
Fourier transform of (d). The nominal mw pulse lengths were tp/2 � 4 ns,
tp � 4 ns, Ds = 16 ns, with a 256 step phase cycle, resonator QL � 200–270
(bandwidth 175–130 MHz), mw p/2 pulse achieved with a power �15 W
(B1 � 22 mT). Note the nominal 4 ns pulses consist of an exponential
pulse rise (and fall) in �1 ns with a roof of �3.5 ns, total time �5–6 ns.
The total measurement time was ca. 30 min. Sample concentration 0.5 mg
of biradical/gram of o-terphenyl.
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making the LGR an ideal structure to implement this tech-
nique. The excellent sensitivity of the experiment with the
LGR is demonstrated on a biradical with an electron–elec-
tron (e–e) distance of 2.8 nm (Fig. 4b). Fig. 4c shows an
echo-detected EPR spectrum from the biradical and the
position of the DQ experiment is depicted by the arrow.
Fig. 4d and e shows the DQ experimental time-domain
trace and its Fourier transform, respectively. With the res-
onator bandwidth and pulse lengths used in our experiment
full spectral excitation is not achieved and thus a complete
(powder averaged) Pake pattern is not observed. This can
be appreciated by inspection of the orientation selection
plot in Fig. 4c, orientations near gk are not fully excited
(black indicates orientations excited by the pulses, white
regions are not excited or are off resonance). Nevertheless,
the turning points indicated in Fig. 4e which correspond to
orientations where B0 is perpendicular to the interspin e–e

vector allows the e–e distance to be reliably estimated,
r � 2.8 nm (D = �7800/r3 MHz) [46]. The complete Pake
pattern could be obtained by combining this spectrum with
an additional measurement along gk, which would also
provide limited information on the relative orientation of
the EPR interactions of the biradical.

Since at Q-band the spectral spread due to g-anisotropy
is still relatively small (g^1 = 2.0094, g^2 = 2.0094,
gk ¼ 2:0021) the spread of the field-swept EPR spectrum
is to a large extent still governed by the nitrogen hyperfine
interaction (A^ = 20 MHz, Ak ¼ 94 MHz), thus the Q-
band results are very similar to those obtained at K- and
X-band by Borbat et al. [44,45]. At approximately W-band
and higher good orientation selection could be achieved.

3.2.2. HYSCORE

HYSCORE [47] is an experiment relying on the creation
and detection of nuclear coherence using mw pulses, see
sequence in Fig. 5a, to provide information which allows
the hyperfine and nuclear quadrupole interactions to be
determined. For an S = 1/2, I = 1/2 spin system excited
with ideal mw pulses the maximum modulation amplitude
(giving maximum signal intensity) occurs when
jAsj = 2jxIj, away from this condition the modulation
amplitude decreases rapidly (As is the hyperfine coupling
and xI the nuclear Larmor frequency). When this ‘exact
cancellation’ condition is not met, theory shows that opti-
mum nuclear coherence can be created with matched mw
pulses (Fig. 5b), which in the strong coupling case
(jAsj > 2jxIj) equates to a strong B1-field [48,49]. In the
HYSCORE sequence the first two mw pulses generate
nuclear coherence, and the matched mw pulse has an opti-
mum B1 strength and length tm to generate nuclear coher-
ence by exciting the forbidden transitions (Fig. 5b). Usually
in the strong coupling case the optimum B1 can not be
reached experimentally, but the LGR implemented here
allows mw pulses with very high B1-fields to be generated
and a new region to be investigated experimentally. This
is illustrated in Fig. 5c which shows that the pyrrole nitro-
gens of the nickel porphyrinoid in the enzyme methyl-coen-
zyme reductase (MCR) [50] can be measured with good
sensitive using matched mw pulses, in this case with a
strength of x1/2p = 83.3 MHz (x1 = gbeB1/z�h, and xI/
2p � 3.5 MHz, jAsj/2p � 30 MHz). Note that with the typ-
ical B1-field strength obtained with commercially available
spectrometers and resonators these pyrrole signals are not



Fig. 5. (a) HYSCORE sequence, and (b) Matched HYSCORE sequence.
(c and d) Matched HYSCORE experiments using strong B1-fields. (c)
Enhancement of signals from the strongly coupled nitrogens directly
coordinated to the Ni(I) ion of cofactor F430, sample concentration
�1 mM. The mw pulse lengths were tp/2 = 6 ns (41.7 MHz), tp,t = 6 ns
(83.3 MHz), with matched pulses of length tm = 42 ns and strength
83.3 MHz (t10 = t20 = 96 ns, Dt = 12 ns, data matrix 256 · 256, and
s = 108 ns). (d) 13C spectrum from the MCR species featuring a nickel
alkyl bond (MCRBPS), sample concentration �1 mM. The mw pulse
lengths were tp/2 = 12 ns (20.8 MHz), tp,t = 8 ns (62.5 MHz), with
matched pulses of length tm = 12 ns and strength 62.5 MHz
(t10 = t20 = 96 ns, Dt = 12 ns, data matrix 400 · 400, and s = 108 ns).
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visible. Fig. 5d gives a second example, again from the
enzyme MCR, which features a NiIII-alky bond with the
strongly coupled 13C nucleus (x13C/2p = 3.5 MHz) having
the hyperfine interaction jA(13C)j = (18, 18, 46) MHz [51].
Again the sensitivity of the experiment was increased using
short intense mw pulses.
3.2.3. Hyperfine decoupling

The interpretation of nuclear frequency spectra can be
simplified if the hyperfine interaction can be eliminated
by decoupling the electron spin(s) with very strong mw
B1-fields [48]. The theoretical analysis of the eigenvalues
of the spin Hamiltonian under a strong mw pulse gives
for an S = 1/2, I = 1 spin system [52]

xdec
SQ1ða;bÞ ¼ xSQ1 �

AXS

2x1

� A2

4x1

þ B2

8ðxI � x1Þ

xdec
SQ2ða;bÞ ¼ xSQ2 �

AXS

2x1

� A2

4x1

þ B2

8ðxI � x1Þ

xdec
DQða;bÞ ¼ xDQ �

AXS

x1

þ B2xI

4ðx2
I � x2

1Þ
;

ð1Þ

where the subscripts SQ1 and SQ2 denote the two single-
quantum nuclear spin transitions (mI, mI + 1) = (0,1) and
(�1,0), and DQ the double-quantum nuclear spin transi-
tion, (�1,1). A and B describe the secular and pseudo-sec-
ular parts of the hyperfine coupling, respectively [5]. In Eq.
(1) the first term on the right hand side gives the desired nu-
clear frequencies corresponding to complete decoupling
(A = 0, B = 0), whereas the remaining terms describe the
residual hyperfine splitting. Clearly a larger x1 gives a bet-
ter decoupling. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows
hyperfine-decoupled DEFENCE experiments [53] for the
nitrogen of the bis(acetylacetonato) oxovanadium(IV)
complex [54] with two different decoupling fields. In
Fig. 6c ridges instead of peaks occur along the decoupling
dimension because the B1-field is too weak to completely
decouple the hyperfine interaction, in Fig. 6d with x1/
2p � 120 MHz the situation is much clearer and the fre-
quencies xDQ and xSQ1 can be accurately read off the
graph. This allows the nuclear quadrupole frequencies to
be obtained since the nuclear Zeeman frequency can be di-
rectly calculated at the experimental B0-field.

As for HYSCORE, decoupling experiment requires a
large modulation depth for good sensitivity along the
ESEEM dimension (m1 axis), which depends on the hyper-
fine and nuclear quadrupole interactions as compared to
the nuclear Zeeman frequency (which scales with B0). In
general a multi-frequency approach is thus required with
Q-band covering an important range.

3.2.4. High-spin systems

Another advantage of the high mw pulse efficiency Kp is
that a high power mw amplifier might not be needed for
many experiments. Moreover, for certain spin systems even
very short mw p pulses can be realized with a low power
(100 mW) amplifier. This is the case in the example dis-
played in Fig. 7. The HYSCORE spectrum of the protein
Myoglobin was recorded using the standard sequence
shown in Fig. 5a and only a modest 100 mW mw solid-state
amplifier. This protein has an electron spin quantum num-
ber of S = 5/2 and for a given B1 value the pulses have a
higher turning angle as compared to an S = 1/2 system
[55]. This fact, together with the high Kp of the resonator



Fig. 6. (a) Hyperfine-decoupled DEFENCE sequence. (b) FID-detected
EPR spectrum of bis(acetylacetonato)oxovanadium(IV)/pyridine in a
frozen CHCl3/toluene (1:1) solution. Arrow shows the field position of
the hyperfine-decoupled DEFENCE experiment for the nitrogen with the
B1-field strength of (c) x1/2p � 63 MHz, and (d) x1/2p � 120 MHz. The
experimental parameters were: s = 140 ns; t1 = 170 ns; starting value for t,
t0 = 96 ns incremented in steps of Dt = 16 ns; starting value for Tdec,
T0 = 16 ns incremented in steps of DTdec = 8 ns (256 · 512 data points).

Fig. 7. HYSCORE from a metmyoglobin sample measured with LGR
B.3. (a) Structure of horse heart metmyoglobin showing the active site
comprising of a Fe-porphyrin ring coordinated by a histidine residue. The
sample was prepared at a concentration of 5 mM with 30% glycerol in a
Hepes 100 mM pH 7 buffer. (b) FID-detected EPR spectrum of metmy-
oglobin, the arrow shows the field position at which the HYSCORE
spectrum was recorded. (c) HYSCORE spectrum recorded at a magnetic
field of 455 mT and a temperature of 5.5 K. Pulse lengths were: tp/2 =
tp = 16 ns, and s = 80 ns. An eight-step phase cycle was used to eliminate
unwanted echoes. The time intervals t1 and t2 were varied from 96 to
4000 ns in steps of 16 ns and signal averaging was performed at a
repetition rate of 6.6 kHz. The power of the p/2 and p pulses was 10 and
40 mW, respectively.
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allowed p/2 and p pulses of length 16 ns with a power of
only 10 and 40 mW, respectively. Moreover, due to the
short relaxation times of the spin system the experiment
could be performed at a high repetition rate (6.6 kHz) that
is not achievable with our TWT amplifier due to duty cycle
limitations.

The spectrum in Fig. 7 was recorded with the static mag-
netic field close to the perpendicular of the heme plane of
the protein. Signals due to the strongly coupled pyrrole
nitrogens of the Fe3+ heme group are detected in the sec-
ond quadrant. In the first quadrant signals due to protons,
remote nitrogens, and carbons (13C in natural abundance
1%) are observed.

4. Conclusion

The use of the LGRs in pulse EPR at 35 GHz provides
intense and homogeneous B1-fields in the sample volume,
extending and optimizing the experimental B1 range with
the available excitation power. The LGR is ideally suited
to applications requiring large B1-fields and resonator
bandwidths, as was demonstrated with DQ ESR,
HYSCORE, and hyperfine decoupling experiments. It ful-
fills the demand to generate a high S/N ratio for samples in
an EPR sample tube (e.g. o.d. = 0.9 mm) that can be
directly used at 9.6 GHz (X-band) and 94 GHz (W-band).
The ease of construction of a cryogenic probehead for dif-
ferent LGR operating between 34 and 36 GHz and allow-
ing easy sample exchange is outlined.
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